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Precisely to hide Mark’s strength, the Martial God Temple did not inform Kong Ming and
others about Mark too much.

However, Kong Ming is an old river and lake after all, and he doesn’t think the Martial
God Temple will be so hasty.

Mark’s participation in this operation must be unique.

Therefore, in the face of Lu Hua’s words, Kong Ming shook his head and said, “Wait.”

“There must be a reason why Mr. Chu can be selected by the Martial God Temple.”

“If I expected it to be right, it should be a descendant of a big man.”

“Come with us this time, maybe more purpose is to increase your knowledge.”

“Even if we don’t look at his face, we still have to look at the face of the Martial God
Temple?”

Kong Ming said in a deep voice.

His words also reminded Lu Hua and Lu Yanxi.

“Yes, Kong Lao is right.”

“I also think that Mr. Chu should have a big background.”

“It is very likely that it is the descendant of a certain hall master of the Martial God
Temple.”

“Otherwise, a junior boy, how could the Martial God Temple let us come to Noirfork to
meet in person?”

Lu Yanxi nodded in agreement.

It was only for this reason that he could explain why his father allowed himself to have
more contact with this Mr. Chu.



It is estimated that the real purpose of his father is not to make himself curry favor with
Mark, but to favor the person behind Mark.

“No, there should be no one with the surname Chu in the six hall masters of the Martial
God Hall, right?”

When Lu Hua heard this, his face was a little ugly.

You know, he had scolded him in front of Mark before.

If Mark really had a strong background, Lu Hua couldn’t help but worry about his safety.

Just as the three of them were talking, there was a voice not far away.

“Sorry for keeping you waiting for so long.”

It was not someone else who was speaking at this time, but Mark, who had just arrived
from Wrilfill.

“you are?”

Kong Ming had never seen Mark, so he was naturally puzzled.

Lu Yanxi introduced from the side: “Old Kong, he is the Mr. Chu.”

“Oh, so young?”

Even though Kong Ming had prepared himself, he was still surprised at Mark’s youth
when he saw Mark’s face.

It stands to reason that this action is of great importance. It is related to the future of the
martial arts in the summer. The Martial God Temple should arrange for the strong to
travel. But now, a young man has been added. Isn’t this a trifling matter?

However, considering the possible strong background behind Mark, Kong Ming didn’t
say anything.

He just nodded, didn’t even introduce himself, said directly: “Well, since it’s here, let’s
go.”

“But before I leave, I will speak first.”

“This trip is extremely dangerous. It is definitely not a child’s play, let alone fun. A little
carelessness will result in a dead end.”

“So, before the end of the mission, all of you must unconditionally obey my orders.”

“Otherwise, at your own risk!”



After speaking, Kong Ming got up and walked directly to the terminal.

“Brother, let’s go there too.”

Lu Hua’s attitude suddenly improved a lot this time. Not only did he lose his previous
contempt and disdain for Mark, but instead he took the initiative to chat and greet him.

“Great.”

Mark nodded.

In this way, a group of four people boarded the plane to Gritsberg.

According to the plan, they first flew to Gritsberg in Edensberg.

Then in Gritsberg, I took a chartered plane to fly directly to the American continent. Due
to the distance, this journey would take almost more than 20 hours.

Chapter 2456

“what?”

“Your last name is Ye?”

“That’s weird, why do we call you Mr. Chu from the Martial God Temple?”

On the plane, Lu Hua and Lu Yanxi were inquiring about Mark’s details.

As for Kong Ming, it seems to be the reason for the generation gap with these young
people. He doesn’t speak much, always sitting there, closing his eyes and resting.

However, when Lu Hua learned of Mark’s name, he couldn’t help but be curious and
asked Mark.

Mark chuckled softly: “You should have heard the allusion of three people becoming
tigers?”

“In fact, at first, someone made a mistake about my surname, thinking that I was Chu.
Then slowly, one passed ten or ten, and everyone called me Mr. Chu.”

“I don’t bother to correct it, let them go.”

Mark’s words were half true and half false, and they were right and wrong.

At the beginning, the first person to call him Mr. Chu was Ericson Li.



Ericson Li was once a servant of the Chu family. He knew a little bit about Mark’s life and
knew that Mark was of the Chu family’s blood, so he naturally respected him as Mr. Chu.

After Mark became famous after the first battle, everyone naturally followed Ericson Li
and respected him as Mr. Chu.

He only thinks that Mark deliberately used the name “Mr. Chu” to show people in order
to hide his true identity.

“Oh, I see.”

Lu Yanxi and the others nodded, but after learning Mark’s real name, they almost
subconsciously connected him with someone in the Martial God Temple.

Could it be that Mark really is his descendant?

Lu Hua hesitated for a long time, but finally did not hold back, and asked in a
side-by-side manner: “Then I don’t know Brother Ye, but do you know my patron saint of
martial arts in the summer, the god of war, Ye Qingtian?”

Mark nodded: “I know the name of God of War.”

“If it weren’t for him this time, I wouldn’t go to America with you.”

what?

“So, are you really a descendant of the God of War?”

Hearing Mark’s words, Lu Hua and others were all surprised.

Kong Ming, who had been closing his eyes and rested, also opened his eyes suddenly.

Although, he had long expected that Mark was able to participate in such an important
action at this young age, and he must have a big relationship in the Martial God Temple.
However, he did not expect that Mark’s background turned out to be Ye Qingtian.

Ye Qingtian is the strongest person in the hot summer, and Mark has him to rely on, but
there is no one to fear in this hot summer land.

“It’s just that God of War has been practicing alone these years, never married. Is it
possible that this Mark is the illegitimate son of God of War hiding out?” Kong Ming
secretly guessed in his heart.

“Descendants?”

Mark was taken aback, looked at the panic-stricken Lu Yanxi and Lu Hua, and suddenly
laughed.



“You are misunderstood, I just met the God of War. The most is the relationship of
friends, not the family.”

“Of course, we are all with the surname Ye, maybe thousands of years ago, we had
some connections?”

Mark shook his head and said, he didn’t expect that these people’s imagination was so
rich.

Just because his surname is the same as God of War, I think he is a descendant of God
of War.

It’s so funny.

“is it?”

“But Brother Ye can get acquainted with people like God of War at a young age, and the
family behind it must be a big family, right?”

“Or, is it our hot summer, the hidden martial arts family?”

Lu Hua asked again, seeming to be very interested in Mark’s background.
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